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Now that we have finalized the sale of Louisville and you have completed the Parallam project, It IS
appropriate for me to convey to you my sincerest thanks for a job well done over past 9 years. Regardless of
assignment, you have consistently delivered against the needs of Weyerhaeuser Company at both a regional
and national level.

This last project on Parallam was only one of many where we benefited from your analytical abilities.
Whether it was a site closure/sale or an operations analysis, you could be relied on to thoroughly examine
issues and make sound recommendations. We could trust that you brought your experience to bear by
looking at all facets of these business problems. Refreshingly, your analyses went well beyond finance and
incorporated critical operational factors in the conclusions.

As we downsized our business effort in the Midwest, your assistance in monitoring and supporting our
remaining operations was invaluable. I particularly recall your quick response to our issues in Columbus
when we needed someone to step in and take charge. Your thorough knowledge of our financial systems,
transaction flows, and core processes brought instant stability to that site and reassured everyone present that
the business was under good control. There are not many financial managers that could have executed such
an immediate rescue operation.

I also recall the smooth and effective transition we made when you assumed financial responsibility for
Gulfport. To correct the inventory and process issues at this site was no small matter. Your personal
involvement was critical to realizing a successful turnaround at this location.

Lastly, Iwant to thank you for a long, consistent track record of performance. We have worked together for
nine years. Your record of successful accomplishments and innovative contributions would be hard to match
by anyone on our team. I credit your excellent leadership, close business partnership, and good team
management for this continued success. We in Federal Way will greatly miss your competent support and
wish you the best in all future endeavors.
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Ed Jones
Director of Finance
iLevel Sales & Marketing


